
Group ID: 10-19 
Future Trends Report 
Based on Analysis of the Team’s Chosen Community / Organisation in Mid-Term and Final              
Evaluation 
 
Community / Organisation Studied:  Millennials  
STEP 1.  Identify Challenges 
 

Read the Future Scene carefully and generate ideas for challenges, concerns, and possible related problems. Choose the 5                  
most important challenges and write them in the space provided. Include applicable research with appropriate in-text                
citations. 
 
*Please note that we have done an interview with a consultant from RSM Singapore and the                
relevant documents are attached before our bibliography. 
 

Challenge 1: Lack of retail shopping options 
 
According to the Harvard Business Review in 2011, what we are seeing today is only the beginning. Soon it                   
will be hard even to define e-commerce, let alone measure it. Is it an e-commerce sale if the customer goes to                     
a store, finds that the product is out of stock, and uses an in-store terminal to have another location ship it to                      
her home? What if the customer is shopping in one store, uses his smartphone to find a lower price at                    
another, and then orders it electronically for in-store pickup? How about gifts that are ordered from a                 
website but exchanged at a local store? Experts estimate that digital information already influences about               
50% of store sales, and that number is growing rapidly. Below are some examples of how the E-commerce                  
industry will be quick to take over the retail industry, causing a lack of shopping choices for consumers. 
 
Research 
[Why is online shopping overtaking retail] 

1. The prices are good and easily compared. It’s convenient: You can do it at home or at work, without                   
using gasoline or fighting to park. Half of online purchases are delivered free to U.S. consumers—up                
10 percentage points over the past two years. Many returns are free as well. Product reviews and                 
recommendations are extensive. Little wonder that the average American Customer Satisfaction           
Index score for online retailers such as Amazon (87 points) is 11 points higher than the average for                  
physical discount and department stores. (Harvard Business Review, 2011) 
 

2. Amazon has already earned valuable patents on keystone innovations such as 1-Click checkout and              
an online system that allows consumers to exchange unwanted gifts even before receiving them.              
Digital retailers drive innovation by spending heavily on recruiting, wages, and bonuses to attract              
and retain top technical talent. They were also among the first to utilize cloud computing (which                
dramatically lowers entry and operating costs) and to enhance marketing efficiency through social             
networks and online advertising. (Harvard Business Review, 2011) 

 
 
[Millennials want mix of both] 

3. When it comes to shopping, millennials are looking for a unified and seamless experience across               
multiple channels—brick-and-mortar stores, e-commerce platforms, or mobile apps. That means          
being able to effortlessly transition from smartphones and laptops to physical stores in their pursuit               
for the best products and services. (Yourstory, 2020) 
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[Example of disappearance of retail stores] 
4. The embattled millennial-focused brand filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection in the US in 2019               

and shut 350 of its 815 global stores. It blames substantial real-estate cost, and lagging innovation                
and sustainability efforts for the troubles it faced. (The Drum, 2020) 
 

5. It has now tapped e-commerce specialist Global-e to work on an improved and localised e-commerce               
experience for international shoppers. According to Forever 21, implementing Global-e’s          
cross-border e-commerce solution will allow it to provide its customers in Canada, APAC and LATAM               
with an enhanced online shopping experience based on local market’s characteristics and shoppers’             
preferences. This includes supporting more than 95 currencies, over 150 local and alternative             
payment methods, tax and duties calculation with an option for real-time pre-payment at checkout,              
localised checkout in 21 languages, a wide-range of shipping methods and easy returns process.              
Furthermore, with Global-e, Forever 21 can now tailor its offering per market according to its               
marketing strategy and business goals, including running market-specific promotions. (The Drum,           
2020) 

 
[Future of Retail] 

6. There is a possibility that retail stores will disappear. Technology will undoubtedly play a major role                
in the future of retail. With the help of AI and big data, retail could become much more anticipatory.                   
Brands could know our exact needs, sizes and preferences and automatically provide the products              
we need. If we need a pair of jeans or a new couch, algorithms could find exactly what we need and                     
provide us with the right product or at least narrow it down to a few options. There won’t be a need                     
to shop in a physical store because all of our needs will be predicted before we shop. (Forbes, 2018) 
 

7. Retail stores that survive could possibly move towards a more experiential approach. Instead of              
endless aisles of products, these stores are more like showrooms that allow customers to touch and                
feel the products and then have them delivered to their homes straight from a warehouse. These                
stores have less inventory but can still meet the needs of customers. We’re already seeing these types                 
of experiential stores pop up. Brands like Vans, Ikea and Apple have been building experiential stores                
for years with great success. That trend will likely continue to grow. (Forbes, 2018) 
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Challenge 2: Discrimination against certain groups of society due to data           
algorithms 
 
According to respondents from a 2017 Millenial Impact Report, the social issues that had the most interest                 
among millennials were civil rights/ racial discrimination and employment which can occur on the internet               
while people do online shopping, particularly with the usage of algorithm profiling and echo chambers               
grouping people into certain groups. When data platforms work with scammers this gives the scammers the                
ability to seek out the most vulnerable prospects and exploit them. With many millennials using online                
shopping these issues are more prevalent and may lead to conflict as millennials are sensitive to such social                  
issues. Below are some examples on how Companies use information technology to gain more profits which                
however in the process also causes discrimination relating to social and economical issues. 

 
Research: 

1. [Millenials are more concerned about social issues like civil rights/ racial discrimination and             

employment] According to respondents from a 2017 Millennial Impact report with a sample size of               
3000 millennials, in which millennials were asked to choose between one and three social issues that                
they are most interested in, and 29% of respondents chose civil rights/ racial discrimination and               
26% chose employment.  (The Renewal Project, 2017) 

 
2. [Companies can use information technology to take advantage of consumers blinded on how             

their data is used to gain financial profits] Academic Hal Varian the Chief Economist of Google,                
who has a long history of examining various models of price discrimination, co-authored an article for                
Academic Jounral Marketing Science in 2005 about how companies gain from online price             
discrimination labelling victims as myopic consumer. They argue that significant initial           
investments in information technology can lead to competitive price advantages that locks in             
user loyalty while collecting personal information that makes price discrimination profitable. They            
commented that companies can lock-in user users and block anonymous participation and seek the              
coveted myopic consumers to increase profits which Google and other data platforms had done in the                
future. These victims (myopic consumers) generally lose out financially under price           
discrimination under targeted consumer profiling (Nathan Newman, n.d.) 

 
3. [More recent research on how companies use price discrimination to increase profits by using              

more efficient advertising methods] Recent research on online advertising reinforces the above            
analysis of consumer loss due price discrimination combined with consumer profiling. Comparing            
traditional regimes of mass market advertising to online advertising, researchers Rosa-Branc Esteves            
and Joana Resende found that average prices with mass advertising were lower than with targeted               
online advertising. Similarly, another researcher, Benjamin Reed Shiller found that where advertisers            
know consumers willingness to pay different prices, companies can use price discrimination to             
increase profits and raise prices overall, with many consumers paying twice as much as others               
for the same product. (Nathan Newman, n.d.) 

 
4. Such online weblining has been well documented online. Along with the price discrimination based              

on location discussed above, companies like Wells Fargo listing houses for sale have collected zip               
codes of online browsers and directed those buyers towards neighborhoods of similar racial             
makeup. (Nathan Newman, n.d.) 
 

5. [If your online habits are similar to others, data algorithms invisibly allow you to find similar                
opportunities opening or closing down] Similarly, whether you get a refund when making a              
complaint to a company will be often heavily influenced  by the categories in which data analysis  
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places a caller. For example, Kevin Johnson, a condo owner and businessman, found that after               
returning from his honeymoon, his credit limit had been lowered from $10,800 to $3800. The               
change was not based on anything he had done but, according to a letter from the credit card                  
company, he had shopped at stores whose customers have a poor repayment history. (Nathan              
Newman, n.d.) 
 

6. [Discrimination against communities with lower income] A 2012 Wall Street Journal report            
found that major companies, including Staples, Home Depot, Discover Financial Services and Rosetta             
Stone, were systematically using information on user physical locations to display different online             
prices to different customers. More disturbingly, contrary to any hope this might benefit low-income              
bargain hunters, the paper found that higher-income locations were offered better deals than             
low-income communities, because those poorer areas had fewer local retail outlets competing with             
the online stores. Credit card companies like Capital One show different offers with different credit               
card deals based on view locations and guesses by the company about their income. (Nathan               
Newman, n.d.) 
 

7. [Tech giants can use your data without your permission to aid in scammers writing ads for                
financial profit] Tech Giants, Google in August 2011 agreed to pay a 500 million civil forfeiture to                 
the federal government for they knowingly allowed illegal pharmacies target users on its search              
engine and this had been put on notice by the government since 2003 that companies have been                 
selling illegal steroids and fake prescription medication to desperately ill individuals and company             
not only accepted the ads but allowed its stuff to help foreign based pharmacies write their ads for                  
maximum effectiveness. Only when felon David Whitaker collaborated with the government in a sting              
operation to discover the full extent of the companies collaboration with such scam and illegal               
marketers which even was known to the CEO Larry Page (Nathan Newman, n.d.) 

 
8. [Discrimination against more vulnerable groups of people] With big data comes new ways to              

socially sort with increasing precision. By combining multiple forms of data sets, a lot can be learned.                 
This has been called “algorithmic profiling” and raises concerns about how little people know about               
how their data is collected as they search, communicate, buy, visit sites, travel, and so on. Much of this                   
sorting goes under the radar, although the practices of data brokers have been getting attention. In                
her testimony to the US Congress, World Privacy Forum’s Pam Dixon reported finding data brokers               
selling lists of rape victims, addresses of domestic violence shelters, sufferers of genetic diseases,              
sufferers of addiction and more. (Nathan Newman, n.d.) 
 

9. [Gender discrimination] Researchers from Carnegie Mellon University found in their research that            
significantly fewer women than men were shown online ads for jobs more than 200 000 raising                
questions about the fairness of targeting ads online. Researchers used AdFisher to create 1000              
simulated users, half male half female and had them visit 100 top employment sites. They reviewed                
the ads to the simulated users and the site most strongly associated with male profiles was a career                  
coaching service for executive positions paying more than 200 000. Male users were shown ads for                
high paying jobs 1800 times compared to female users 300 times, said Amiit Datta, a Ph.D student in                  
electrical and computer engineering. THe most common ads for simulated users were for generic job               
posting services and auto leaders (Carnegie Mellon University, 2015). 
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Challenge 3: Increase in lack of self control leading to Compulsive buying            
disorders 
 
According to an article written in 2016 by Benzinga, more millennials shopping online are causing an                
increase in the presence of shopping and spending addictions which often go unchecked. The lack of self                 
control in millennials can cause serious problems when consumers spend much finances on unnecessary              
purchases. These consumers may have more serious problems having high comorbidity with mental             
disorders and substance abuse, which may put many millennials’ lives at risk. Below are examples of how                 
compulsive buying disorders can affect many millennials unknowingly. 
 
Research: 

1. Spending addictions and compulsive buying in millennials often go unchecked. These consumers are             
similar to substance abusers because they are unable to control their buying behavior. 18 million               
Americans suffer from compulsive buying, the process of shopping and buying has caused their lives               
to literally go out of control. There have been studies that suggest younger women are more                
frequently found to have the tendencies denoted by the compulsive disorder, onset of compulsive              
buying disease appears to be in the late teens or early twenties." (Benzinga, 2016)  
 

2. For many people, online shopping is a bad habit that drains their finances and leads to unnecessary                 
purchases. For these people, online shopping is a habit that’s gotten entirely out of control, wrecking                
their finances, long-term goals, and even relationships.  (Money Crash, 2019) 
 

3. Shopping addiction has a high rate of comorbidity with other mental health diagnoses, including              
mood or anxiety disorders and eating disorders. Shopping addiction treatment often involves            
psychotherapy to address these potential issues as well as the problems associated with shopping or               
spending.  (Addiction-treatment, 2020) 
 

4. Someone with a shopping addiction may hide their problem well, and sometimes the only ones who                
know about their problem are those closest to them. People with a compulsive buying disorder may                
hide their purchases or seem like they have plenty of money to spend on shopping. Many compulsive                 
shoppers convey an image of wealth and success, while in reality they are deeply in debt. (Healthline,                 
2016) 
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Challenge 4: Lack of financial stability  
 
According to a poll by Credit Cards in 2019, Millennials are falling behind on paying off their credit card debt.                    
Almost one in four (23%) of millennials say that they’ve been carrying a balance on their credit cards for at                    
least a year. Millenials are the most active users on online shopping platforms, however most of them do not                   
follow a budget to plan their expenditure resulting in them falling into debt. This is because they have low                   
financial literacy which poses a risk towards them financially as they may not have enough money for their                  
essential needs if they do not have sufficient financial knowledge. Below are some of our research on this                  
topic: 
 
Research 

1. [Majority of millennials cannot follow through with their budget plans] Even though most             
consumers (74%) say they have a budget, 79% of them fail to follow it, according to research from                  
crowdsourced shopping platform Slickdeals.net. (CNBC, 2019) 
 

2. Millennials are falling behind on paying off their credit card debt. Almost one in four (23 percent) of                  
millennials say they’ve been carrying a balance on their credit cards for at least a year, according to a                   
new poll from CreditCards.com. (CNBC, 2019) 
 

3. [Growth in spending habits] A survey on the spending habits of millennials (Generation Y) by               
United Overseas Bank Limited (UOB) Malaysia found there was a 38 per cent growth in online                
spending in the first six months of last year, with Gen-Y spending 1.4 times more than other age                  
groups. (CNBC, 2019) 

 
4. Millennials’ increasing preference for online shopping also led to a 26 per cent rise in credit card                 

spending among card members aged between 26 and 35. (CNBC, 2019) 
 

5. [Unhealthy financial habits that millennials have] A study conducted by the Asian Institute of              
Finance (AIF) revealed that the majority of Gen-Y respondents relied on high-cost borrowing, with 38               
percent taking personal loans and 47 per cent engaging in expensive credit card borrowing. (CNBC,               
2019) 
 

6. [More spending done online] “A larger fraction of a typical millennial’s overall spending is done               
online, either through digital bank transfers or via debit or credit card transactions. Younger adults               
have a lower propensity than older ones to rely on cold, hard cash.” According to Manulife Asset                 
Management Services BHD certified financial planner and securities commission-licensed financial          
planner Rajen Devadason (NST, 2017) 
 

7. [Psychological barriers of spending physical money] “Past studies on spending patterns among            
consumers of all ages suggest that when purchases are made in cash an average of 17 per cent less is                    
spent. “This is because the psychological barriers we have to spending cold, hard cash are much                
higher than those associated with spending electronic funds with no tactile, tangible feel and which               
often appear to be a rich and deep pool of wealth that can be tapped with no consequences until the                    
dreaded credit card bills arrive. Rajan Devadason said Malaysian millennials, generally, earned            
higher incomes than the previous generation. (NST, 2017) 
 

8. [Low financial literacy]“Despite this, they lack sound financial knowledge and are ill-equipped in             
making investment or savings decisions. As a result, we see them adopting the ‘buy now, pay later’                 
mentality.” Referring to the AIF study, he said only 28 percent of respondents were aware of financial                 
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risks, 36 per cent had knowledge of financial products, 37 per cent sought financial advice from a                 
professional planner and only 26 per cent dealt with a financial adviser. “This draws a bleak picture                 
of this segment’s overall financial literacy,” he said. (NST, 2017) 
 

9. In a report by PwC in 2015, researchers found that Millennials: (PwC, 2015) 
- Have inadequate financial knowledge When tested on financial concepts, only 24%           

demonstrated basic financial knowledge and only 8% demonstrated high financial knowledge 
- Worry about student loans When asked about their ability to repay their student loan debt,               

more than 54% of Millennials expressed concern.  
- Debt crosses economic and educational lines Among college-educated Millennials, a          

staggering 81% have at least one long term debt.  
- Are heavy users of Alternative Financial Services (AFS) In the past five years, 42% of               

Millennials used an AFS product, such as payday loans, pawnshops, auto title loans, tax refund               
advances, and rent-to-own products.  

- Sacrifice retirement accounts More than 20% of Millennials with retirement accounts took            
loans or hardship withdrawals in the past year.  

- Do not seek professional financial help Even with inadequate knowledge, only 27% of             
Millennials are seeking professional financial advice on saving and investment. 
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Challenge 5: Fear Of Missing Out (FOMO) 
 
FOMO is linked with the increase in social media usage. According to a report by a personal relations firm 
“Citizen Relations”, millennial consumers (18-34 year olds) are notably impacted by internet influencers and 
the people they follow on social media platforms like Instagram and Facebook. When you scroll on 
Instagram, you see an advertisement after every four posts from people you follow. It seems like almost any 
product you Google or app you download will show up as an ad on Instagram or Facebook, later. FOMO is 
closely connected with social proof, which is the human tendency to look to others for examples of how to 
behave. People are more likely to buy a product when there’s only a few of that product left on the shelf, 
because they feel reassured by the fact that others have decided to buy that product. Also at work is the 
“supplies are running out” effect. Consumers don’t want to miss out on getting a product that is popular 
among others. Due to the increase in social media use among millennials, there could be an increase in the 
buying of unnecessary products on online shopping platforms. Below are our research on this topic:  
 
Research 

1. [Higher influence] Their daily use of Facebook is 77%, compared to 68% usage by 35-to-54 year                
olds and 52% of the 55-plus age group. However, their daily influence on purchasing behavior of                
Instagram is substantially higher. The daily usage by the 18-34 year old is 72%, 41% by the 35-54                  
year old and only 9% by the 55-plus age group. (Forbes, 2020) 
 

2. [Why they buy] 60% of millennial consumers said they make a reactive purchase after experiencing               
FOMO, most often within 24 hours. In addition, consumers often make purchasing decisions after              
observing a positive experience by others who have purchased a product. A survey by the PR firm                 
Citizens Relations found the purchase intent of parents is often linked to FOMO when they see a                 
positive impact of the product on other families. (skulocal, 2017) 
 

3. [Example] One example is Singles Day. Brands and e-commerce platforms in Singapore definitely did              
not miss out on the action. Popular online marketplaces such as Lazada, Qoo10 and Shopee registered                
sales three to five times higher than last year. Social media has become a powerful platform for                 
consumers to rave about their purchases and share their “wins” with their friends. Such dynamics               
intensify peer pressure and the feeling that one should do likewise so not to stick out like an outsider.                   
Any recollection of a frustration of missing out on group activities can add to these disappointments                
overtime. (CNA, 2019) 

 
4. In a new study, published in the journal Motivation and Emotion, researchers from Carleton and               

McGill Universities in Canada asked first year students to keep a diary for seven days. In particular,                 
the researchers wanted to know if FOMO was associated with certain personality traits — openness,               
conscientiousness, extroversion, agreeableness, and neuroticism — and whether social media played           
a significant role. Results showed how FOMO was highest later on in the day and near the end of the                    
week. Also, the students who studied and worked more and performed more "obligatory" tasks              
reported having greater FOMO. Surprisingly, personality traits like neuroticism or extraversion had            
no impact on the amount of FOMO people felt. Still, FOMO was associated with fatigue, stress, and                 
trouble sleeping. (Business Insider, 2018) 
 

5. In a follow-up experiment, the researchers looked at how social media affected FOMO, and found that                
overall, it didn't really matter how people heard of the activity they had missed out on. Hearing it                  
from a friend compared to seeing it on social media produced the same amount of FOMO. However, it                  
is important to consider the fact that someone is much more likely to see many other people's plans                  
on social media than hear about them all in person. (Business Insider, 2018) 
 

6. [Effects of FOMO] The National Stress and Wellbeing in Australia Survey found that 60 percent of                
teens said they felt worried when they found out their friends were having fun without them.1 And                 
51 percent said they felt anxious if they did not know what their friends were doing. What's more, the                   
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researchers said that there is a very real correlation between the number of hours spent on digital                 
technology and higher levels of stress and depression. (verywellfamily, 2019) 
 

7. A new study published in the journal Translational Issues in Psychological Science provides an              
in-depth look at how FoMo can be linked to physical symptoms, depression, and mindful attention.               
Results showed that people with a greater fear of missing out tend to experience more physical and                 
depressive symptoms and also score lower on mindful attention. Even when controlling for the              
amount of time spent online, the link between FoMo and problems with mental and physical health                
remained strong. (psychologytoday, 2016) 
 

8. According to Zachary Baker and his co-authors, the relationship between FoMo and poor health can               
be at least partially explained by the impact that modern technology can have on the way we interact                  
with other people and the world around us. The fear of missing out can also affect how well people                   
can function in face-to-face social situations as well as academic performance and motivation to              
succeed. (psychologytoday, 2016) 
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STEP 2.  Craft the Underlying Problem 
 
Using the challenges listed in Step 1, identify a problem of major importance to the chosen community / organization in                    
the future. Write your Underlying Problem making sure your question clearly explains the action that will be taken and                   
the desired results/goal of that action. 
 
 

Incorporating Challenges # Increase in lack of self control leading to Compulsive            
buying disorders (3), Lack of financial stability (4), FOMO (5), 
 
 

Underlying problem: 
 
With the advancements in technology causing an increase in the collection of big data among online                
shopping companies in order to improve customer experience, it appears that millennials will be              
the most affected by machine learning algorithms which direct attention to specific products of              
their interest, which increases their convenience to shop online. This potentially results in             
millennials losing their free will and having lower self-control when shopping online, thus leading to               
compulsive buying. How can we increase the self-control of the millennials when they are shopping               
online so that they do not suffer the negative consequences of compulsive buying in the year 2030                 
and beyond? 
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STEP 3.  Produce Solution Ideas 
 

Generate solution ideas to the Underlying Problem in Step 2. Choose the 5 most effective solutions and write the                   
elaborated ideas in the space provided.  Include applicable research with appropriate in-text citations. 
 

Solution 1: Healthy Mind Organisation  
 
We, Project Data Divide, will work with the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Transport to ensure that                  
Millennials are able to stay mentally well while using services like online shopping. Rehabilitation centres               
can be built in phases to cope with Singapore's competing land supply to improve the mental-well being of                  
millenials. Services such as therapy and medication can be provided. In order to cater to more people, there                  
would be online resources on our website as well for easier accessibility. By 2030, there can be 3                  
rehabilitation centres built near Transport hubs to allow people to be able to conveniently access these                
services. 

Research 

1. According to Addiction Treatment, as shopping addiction can involve co-occuring mental health            
conditions like mental health conditions such as anxiety or depression as part of a dual diagnosis,                
medication may be required to relieve symptoms of these conditions first and foremost which can               
have a beneficial impact on compulsive shopping behaviours. (Addiction Treatment, n.d.) 
 

2. According to Donald W. Black from World Psychiatry, subjects with CBD (Compulsive buying             
Disorder) develop substantial financial problems and may benefit from counselling. He also has seen              
cases of financial conservators being able to control a patient's finances and appears to have helped                
to relieve his financial burden. (World Psychiatry, 2007) 
 
According to Donald W. Black from World Psychiatry, interest in CBT has been shown a lot of interest                   
with a group CBT model showing significant improvement compared to a waitlist model in a 12 week                 
pilot study. This improvement was also maintained during a 6 months follow up. (World Psychiatry,               
2007) 
 

3. According to Priory, a leading independent provider of behavioural disorder care in the United              
Kingdom, they have treatment centres located across the UK where one can seek help for shopping                
addiction. They have specific treatments for different people depending on their unique conditions             
and severity of your addiction. (Priory, 2020) 

Cognitive behavioural therapy involves working with therapists to understand how shopping           
addiction impacts your life and how emotions, thoughts and behaviours are contributing towards the              
urge to shop excessively. Taking part in CBD sessions enables one to learn more positive coping                
mechanisms and alternative ways to get the same pleasure that shopping gives you without being               
detrimental to your own life. (Priory, 2020) 
 
Dialectical Behavioural therapy (DBT) is aimed to manage CBD by incorporating a mixture of              
group-based skills training and individual therapy involving mindfulness and emotional regulation.           
This self-help program combines CBT with self-monitoring with a detailed workbook, shopping diary             
and a CD-ROM included. (Priory, 2020) 
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Solution 2: Online Courses 
 
We, Project Data Divide, will work alongside key government technological agencies such as the Government               
Technology Agency as well as the Ministry of Health to ensure the dangers of shopping addictions are known                  
to the parliament and to create applications for the use of those addicted or those who wish to learn how to                     
prevent themselves from addiction. A website with resources on how to cope with the problems associated                
with the lack of free will. For example, simple, quick and easy cooking recipes to reduce the reliance on food                    
delivery services, lessons on financial literacy, articles on how the environment is being affected by all the                 
online shopping, and advice on how to handle their online shopping addiction. These online courses or                
lessons will be varied for different age groups and will be released for the nation by the year 2030. Below are                     
research on the feasibility and usefulness of online courses. 
 
Research [How will online courses and websites intrigue Millennials] 

1. A recent study conducted by the Mayo Clinic took a deeper look at how millennials learn. What                 
researchers discovered was that the elements that make millennials thrive in a learning environment              
were collaboration, feedback, technology and mentorship. Many of these factors may be more readily              
available on the Internet than in many traditional classrooms. (Forbes 2018) 
 

2. This new world they have grown up in is an interactive world that calls for engagement. It is                  
therefore logical that the most sought after content by millennials and, therefore, by the new               
generations that will follow them, is fully interactive and will allow them to change from the passive                 
role as a listener to an active and engaging role. They want content that includes multimedia                
resources such as audio recordings, videos, voice recognition, chatting, forums, etc. (Dexway, n.d.) 
 

3. Social media, videos, and reviews are other things that you need to attract this generation. Millennials                
generally like to visualize things, interact with people and read about stuff they want to commit                
themselves to. So, it's best you are able to capitalize on all of these. There is also an increased number                    
of people moving around and doing everything with their smartphones, so, it’s only reasonable that               
your website is responsive with mobile devices if you’re seeking to target the millennials. (Opensense               
Labs, 2020) 

 
[How to make a website attractive and successful] 

4. Create an overload-free home page that encourages exploration. 
A cluttered home page that is overwhelmed with too much text or too many graphics can chase away                  
potential donors. The homepage is often the first impression the user will have of your structure. It                 
should never be designed at random just to have a presence on the web. Network for Good, a                  
not-for-profit organization that provides fundraising ideas for other non-profit organizations,          
recommends “… for simplicity and clarity in design. Must be attractive, captivating, but uncluttered. ”               
(TheNextWeb, 2017) 

 
5. Create an audiovisual presence. 

A compelling video that tells a story helps to attract the attention of Internet users. Even if your site                   
can exist without the video, this will bring him a definite asset. Creating such a video can be costly if                    
performed professionally. But, it can also be done using a simple camera with a minimum of editing,                 
certainly a look less polished but that will fulfill very well the function sought: tell your missions in                  
pictures. The gain will not be measured solely by the number of visits to the website. A well-made                  
video can extend its usefulness beyond the site itself as a centerpiece of the communication efforts of                 
your nonprofit. (TheNextWeb, 2017) 
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Solution 3: Credit card tracker 
 
We, Project Data Divide, will work alongside key government technological agencies such as the Government               
Technology Agency to ensure that unhealthy credit card usage can be reduced. A credit card tracker app                 
dedicated to controlling usage and budgeting by helping them realise their spending on their needs and                
wants. By separating their spending on needs and wants, they will have a better sense of how their money is                    
being spent. For different categories, a limit can be set. Once it is reached, the user will receive a notification                    
and the app can notify a close friend or family about it. The app will block further transactions for that                    
category of items. We plan to complete designing the app and approved by the government by 2025 and aim                   
to have 200 thousand downloads by 2030. 
 
Research 

1. The December 2019 New York Federal Reserve Credit Access Survey found that 45.8% of              
respondents applied for credit during the previous year, a slight uptick over the reported applications               
for the previous year. The application rate for credit cards remained steady at 27.5%, similar to the                 
previous year. In addition, data from Experian reveals the millennial generation is not as              
credit-averse as some have speculated. It found that cardholders in that generation, aged 23 to 38,                
increased their average credit card debt by 7% over the past year, the second-largest increase by any                 
generation in that time frame. This data could signal that millennials are getting more comfortable               
using credit cards, according to Experian. (Creditcards.com, 2020) 
 

2. The NY Fed data shows that delinquencies of 90 days-plus are highest among the 18-29 year-old age                 
group of Americans across all forms of debt, with credit card debt being the highest by percentage.                 
(CNBC, 2019) 
 

3. Credit cards are important to consumers in today’s economy. They’re a convenient way of paying for                
both in-store and online purchases, and they generally carry great fraud protection. A well-managed              
credit card is a fantastic way to raise a credit score, which is vital to a consumer’s long-term financial                   
health. (Lendedu 2018) 
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Solution 4: AI buddy 
 
We, Project Data Divide will work with the government to mandate the integration of an AI buddy to assist                   

online shopping platforms. Cookies storing the user’s data are to be shared with the AI buddy. The amount of                   
data that cookies store are based on the customer’s choice thus data leaks would not have a significant                  
impact on customers. The AI buddy will act as a counsellor that people can talk to and share their problems                    
with and thereafter give advice. The AI Buddy can help teach him/her how to overcome their bad habits and                   
replace them with good habits. Bad habits provide some type of benefit in their life, so it's very difficult to                    
simply eliminate them. Instead, you should replace a bad habit with a new habit that provides a similar                  
benefit. It can sense when the person is in need of help and if it is too serious for it to handle, it will alert a                          
physical therapist for counselling. It can be carried out in two ways. First via text-based counselling and the                  
second via calling. It can also help to give financial advice to people that find themselves struggling with                  
managing their finances due to their addiction towards online shopping in the form of notifications and                
financial tracking. By 2030 there should be an AI buddy assisting all online shopping platforms.  
 
Research 

1. Remote, text-based counselling is growing in popularity in the UK. The doctor app Babylon offers               
therapy to 150,000 active users, while PlusGuidance, an online counselling service, has 10,000 users.              
The US-based service BetterHelp also has 150,000 registered UK users (though not all are active).               
Talkspace, another online therapy platform, reports it has 500,000 registered users worldwide, with             
most in the UK. (The Guardian, 2017) 
 

2. The websites allow members to find a therapist anywhere in the world. Sessions tend to be cheaper                 
than face-to-face therapy – a 50-minute session on PlusGuidance typically costs around £40,             
depending on whether users opt for email, messaging or video calls. The site verifies all the                
therapists’ qualifications and provides additional training on how to work online. (The Guardian,             
2017)  
 

3. The growth in online therapy companies—nearly a dozen have launched in the last several              
years—doesn't surprise Lindsay Henderson, PsyD, assistant director of psychological services at           
Boston-based telehealth company American Well, which offers therapy through video conferencing.           
The ease and convenience of scheduling a therapy appointment online and talking with a therapist               
from the privacy of one's own home—or wherever one may be—is a huge draw for consumers, many                 
of whom are seeking therapy for the first time in their lives, she says. (American Psychological                
Association, 2017)  
 

4. Research studies by the Telemental Health Institute, also indicate that telemental health is equivalent              
to face-to-face care in various settings and an acceptable alternative. While much of the research tests                
only the use of videoconferencing as the telehealth modality, a few studies, including two published               
in 2013, have also shown that asynchronous messaging therapy can be as effective as in-person               
therapy (University of Zurich, 2013)  
 

5. How to break a bad habit: (Psychology Today, 2017) 
- Define the concrete behavior you want to change or develop 
- Identify the triggers 
- Deal with the triggers 
- Develop a substitute plan 
- Change the larger pattern 
- Use prompts 
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- Get supports 
- Support and reward yourself 
- Be persistent and patient 
- Consider getting professional help 
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Solution 5: 3H Campaign (Happy, Healthy, Hearty) 
 
We, Project Data Divide, will work alongside the Ministry of Health and Infocomm Media Development               
Authority to effectively push out our campaign for the healthy living of millennials, to allow them to live a                   
healthy, hearty and healthy lifestyle. We will reach out to as many millennials as possible, through popular                 
websites and applications on the web for millennials to be able to understand and know about the campaign.                  
We will also target national television as another platform for our advertising. This will allow more                
millennials to live healthier and stay healthier. According to the AmericanPress Institute, Facebook may be               
increasing news awareness and consumption in ways that even its users do not anticipate or intend. A good                  
deal of this news consumption is unexpected, or serendipitous. For instance, while 7 in 10 regularly click on                  
news stories on Facebook, less than half (47 percent) of Millennials using Facebook say that hunting for                 
interesting articles is one of the main reasons they use the platform. 
 
Research [The ALS Ice Bucket Challenge]  

1. One of the most successful social media fundraising projects of all time, the ALS Ice Bucket Challenge                 
had thousands of participants, gained national press coverage and raised millions for the ALS              
Association. Once again, this project focused on making fundraising fun, and engaging supporters in              
an interesting way. This challenge, spread across multiple social media platforms, dared supporters             
to throw a bucket of iced water over their heads and share the video online. As well as spreading                   
awareness, the participants would then donate to the ALS Association and encourage friends to              
repeat the challenge and do the same. The prospect of humorous videos from friends allowed the                
campaign to spread quickly. (Socialbrite, 2019) 
 

2. The ALS Ice Bucket challenge raised more than $200 million worldwide, according to the ALS               
Association, as people shared videos in which they had buckets of ice water poured on themselves.                
People who participated then challenged friends to do the same, along with asking for a donation to                 
the ALS Association. Brian Frederick, vice president of communications for the ALS Association, told              
NBC News on Monday that more than 17 million people participated in the challenge and resulted in                 
2.5 million donors to ALS causes. (NBCNews, 2019) 

 
[Popular websites amongst millennials in the 21st century and how will advertising there be              
effective] 

3. Social media usage has been broken down by Emarketer and the results by generation are               
interesting, to say the least. To break it down, 90.4% of Millennials, 77.5% of Generation X, and 48.2%                  
of Baby Boomers are active social media users. Millennials continue to be the generation with the                
highest use of social media, and also the broadest access to smartphones. Gen X, on the other                 
hand, are more likely to be using tablets. Lastly, Baby Boomers are also bridging their gap with                 
technology and are increasingly becoming more familiar with social media platforms. Brands are             
riding the wave of social media marketing. 73% of marketers believe that their efforts through social                
media marketing have been “somewhat effective” or “very effective” for their business. Brands are              
continuing to include social media in their marketing strategy – and for all the right reasons.                
Whether it’s influencer marketing or story ads, they’re trying it all. Social media allows brands               
to access cost-effective marketing, interact with their audience, and build brand loyalty.            
(Oberlo, 2020) 
 

4. The survey asked the 91 percent of Millennials who report using Facebook for any reason about their                 
behavior there. Seven in 10 click on and regularly read or watch news stories or headlines posted by                  
other people. They also participate in news in ways that are not entirely possible in more traditional                 
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platforms. Six in 10, for instance, say they regularly “like” a posted news story, headline, or link.                 
Nearly half, 42 percent, say they regularly post or share news content to Facebook themselves, and                
34 percent say they regularly comment on news stories, headlines, or links. Only 11 percent of                
Facebook users say they do not do any of these things. (AmericanPress Institute, 2015) 
 

5. The data also suggest that Facebook may be increasing news awareness and consumption in ways               
that even its users do not anticipate or intend. A good deal of this news consumption is unexpected,                  
or serendipitous. For instance, while 7 in 10 regularly click on news stories on Facebook, less than                 
half (47 percent) of Millennials using Facebook say that hunting for interesting articles is one of the                 
main reasons they use the platform.  (AmericanPress Institute, 2015) 

 
[Plans for campaign: Advertisements, Advices, Tips] 

6. Always appeal to emotions. With storytelling, videos, interactive images, music, virtual reality and             
different elements, you can get your message across in an optimal way. If possible, try to collaborate                 
with an influencer in order to gain visibility. Making this kind of campaign viral is essential to reach a                   
more concrete and wider public. Seek to empathize with citizens to get them involved in the cause.                 
Include other communication channels in a complementary manner. Always use a positive and             
constructive approach. Do not lose sight of social networks.  (Antevenio, 2019) 
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STEP 4a.  Select Criteria 
 
Generate criteria to determine which solution idea does the best job of solving your Underlying Problem and/or                 
addressing the Future Scene situation. Select the 5 most important criteria for measuring solution ideas and write them in                   
the spaces provided.  
 

 

Criterion 1: 
Which solution is the fastest to implement by the relevant organisations so that millennials are able                
to increase their self-control when shopping online as soon as possible? 

  

Criterion 2: 
Which solution is the most sustainable for the relevant organisations involved to implement in              
order to increase millennial’s self control while shopping online? 

 

Criterion 3: 
Which solution is the most cost effective for the relevant organisations to implement in order to                
increase millennial’s self control when shopping online? 

 

Criterion 4: 
Which solutions are most likely to be accepted by millennials to help them increase their self                
control when shopping online? 

 

Criterion 5: 
Which solution makes the longest lasting impact on millennials to increase their self control when               
shopping online? 
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STEP 4b.  Apply Criteria 
   
List the solution ideas from Step 3 on the grid. Use each criterion to rank the solutions on a scale from 1 (poorest) to 5                         
(best).  The weighting for one important criterion may be doubled if necessary. 
 

Chosen Solution: AI Buddy 
 

Step 3 Sol’n #  
Solution Idea 

Criteria  
Total 1 2 3 4 5 

#1 Healthy Mind Organisation (3) 1 3 4 1 5 14 

#2 Online courses (4) 3 4 2 2 2 13 

#3 Credit Card Tracker (5) 2 1 1 3 1 8 

#4 AI Buddy (1) 4 5 5 4 4 22 

#5 3H Organisation (2) 5 2 3 5 3 18 
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STEP 5.  Develop an Action Plan and Evaluate its Feasibility 
 

Develop your top-scoring solution idea into an Action Plan. Thoroughly explain how the Underlying Problem is solved,                 
how the plan will be implemented, and how the community / organisation will be affected. Explain how this Action Plan is                     
feasible with secondary research consulted, preferably also with primary research (feedback from chosen community /               
organization) 

 
 

Action Plan derived from Solution 4 
 
Action Plan 
We, Project Data Divide will work with the Ministry of Communications and Information to mandate the                
integration of an AI buddy to assist online shopping platforms.  
 
An overview of the AI Buddy: 

- Pops out on every online shopping platform  
- Mini survey 
- Set limits on usage time and frequency of visit. 
- Delay buying with wish list. 
- Counselling on bad behaviours  
- Support by a nominated guardian 
- Recommendation to psychologists 

 
Starting up the AI Buddy 
The AI buddy will pop out at every opening of an e-Commerce website on mobile or laptop. For                  
instance an AI buddy may pop out, on the Singapore government website and the “Ask Jamie” bot                 
which helps to answer queries from visitors of the government website.  

 
How does the mini survey function? 
When the AI buddy pops out, 
 

1. Users will be directed to a form to fill in certain details about their financial status for the AI                   
buddy to gauge different ways to help the user. The information form will be compulsory for                
new users who are signing up for the first time 

2. A mini survey will pop out for every interaction with an online shopping website be it mobile                 
application or website. Some questions include: 

a. Are you shopping for an item you need or want? 
b. What is your budget for online purchases? 

 
The data will be collected by the AI buddy to analyze spendings and shopping behaviours that may                 
identify a lack of self control and thus provide assistance to those who may require it. 
 
Cookies will be used to store the users data and share with the AI buddy. The amount of data stored is                     
based on the user’s choice and the cookies will be synced to one account in the government-run                 
system of the AI buddy so that it can be accessed on whichever platform the user is using. 

 
Features of AI buddy: 
To help the person overcome compulsive buying, the AI buddy has these five built in features: 
 

1. Set limits on usage time and frequency of visit 
2. Delay buying with wish list. 
3. Counselling on bad behaviours  
4. Support by a nominated guardian 
5. Recommendation to psychologists 
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Set limits on usage time and frequency of visit 
The AI Buddy can help set time limits for users on online shopping websites, and can also limit the                   
number of visits to the site per week. (Set by the user, or in severe cases, the government can help set                     
it up) 
 
Delay buying with wishlist 
The AI Buddy can help create a wishlist which makes use of the 30 day rule. The user can put a                     
specific number of items in the wishlist and after 30 days, a notification will be sent to the user to ask                     
whether he or she would still like to buy the item. This helps the users practise self-control. 
 
Counselling on unhealthy behaviours 
First via text-based counselling and the second via calling. It can also help to give financial advice to                  
people that find themselves struggling with managing their finances due to their addiction towards              
online shopping in the form of notifications and financial tracking.  
 
Support by a nominated guardian 
Users can have a joint account in which both parties act as guardians for each other. If one exceeds the                    
time limit for mindlessly browsing on the internet, or exceeds a budget, the other person will be                 
alerted. Thus the guardian would be able to advise the other person financially or change the limits                 
that the other person has in order to curb excessive time spent on online shopping platforms or                 
excessive amounts of money spent online thus with the restrictions both parties are able to increase                
their self control and reduce the occurrences of compulsive buying. 
 
Recommendation to psychologist 
If the situation persists and the AI buddy is not able to help the user, the AI buddy can recommend the                     
user to set up a therapy session with a legitimate physical psychologist for treatment. By 2030 there                 
should be an AI buddy assisting all online shopping platforms. 

 
Implementation timeline  
 

2023: Complete designing and testing of the AI buddy  
2024: Approval by the Ministry of Communications and Information (MCI) to launch this AI Buddy 
2025: Make necessary adjustments given by the MCI and confirm the AI buddy is all clear to be                  
implemented 
2026: Start pushing out to online shopping companies in Singapore, eg. Qoo10, Lazada.  
2030: Branch out to international companies like Ebay and Amazon  

 
Addressing our Key Verb phrase: 
To ensure that millennials can increase their self-control when shopping online 

- The fundamental problem is that millennials have low self control while shopping online 
- Every new account made with an online shopping website or company will direct new users to a form                  

where they would be required to fill in certain details about their financial status for the AI Buddy to                   
better gauge different ways to give feedback to new users.  

- This AI buddy keeps track of what the millennials may want to purchase and can give helpful financial                  
advice  

- There will be a short survey when one accesses the website to make sure that shoppers are clear if                   
they want to intentionally purchase a product or just mindlessly browsing. 

- If they are mindlessly browsing, there will be a warning when the time limit is reached, 
- There will also be text based counselling so that millennials can share their problems which may shed                 

light on psychological problems in which the AI buddy can give advice for the user to visit a legitimate                   
psychologist  

- The AI buddy can also help the millennial with budgeting in order to make sure they make more                  
intentional purchases 

- The data that it collects will be stored in cookies which is totally up to the user to decide how much                     
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data the AI buddy collects 
 

Impacts  
 

- The Government are able to have a better sense of how much time people are spending on online                  
shopping websites 

- Millennials will be able to budget their money and make more intentional purchases 
- Millennials with psychological issues will be detected at a earlier stage and hopefully will be cured                

before it gets out of hand 
 

Humanity 
 

Our action plan does not cause any form of mental or physical harm to the users. The 
AI Buddy will also be free of charge to online shoppers because it is on the internet, thus not adding to                     
their financial burden. 

 
Resistors and Supporters 

 
We believe economists, psychologists and hospitals will be in favour of the implementation of the AI                
Buddy as well as the government. This is because people will be able to take control of their finances,                   
have more control over themselves and aid in treatment of mental health diagnoses like Compulsive               
Buying Disorder respectively. Potential resistors could be online shopping companies themselves as            
this may cause a slight reduction in profits. Potential resistors could also be the customers themselves                
because of the slightly longer time to enter online shopping websites and may be uncomfortable to                
share their data with the AI Buddy. 

 
 
Potential obstacles 
 

- Online shoppers may not like the slightly longer time to enter online shopping websites 
- Online shoppers  may feel uncomfortable to share their data 
- Online shopping companies may not be in favour of this policy  

 
Solutions 
 

- Online shoppers can be allowed to opt out of the initial survey as long as they do not purchase items                    
very frequently and have decent financial knowledge 

- There can be a disclaimer that how much data is collected  is entirely up to them to choose (cookies) 
- The government can give them talks on how the AI buddy operates and how it benefits their                 

customers and how it is their moral responsibility to ensure that they do not put economical profits                 
over the wellbeing of their customers  

- The government can give smaller online shopping companies some financial support in their starting              
years to ensure that the drop in profits is not too damaging  

 
Research  
 

1. [‘Ask Jamie’ Virtual assistant] Conceptualised in 2014, ‘Ask Jamie’ is a virtual assistant (VA) that can                
be implemented on agency websites and trained to be able to answer queries within specific domains.                
To date, Ask Jamie has been implemented across 70 government agency websites. The VA technology               
helps to provide direct responses to citizens who prefer to search for information online, and in turn,                 
manpower can be redirected to handle more complex queries and issues. Ask Jamie taps on its                
Natural Language Processing (NLP) engine to understand the questions posed by the public and              
responds with an appropriate answer. When an answer entails multiple permutations, Ask Jamie can              
be trained to ask follow-on questions to refine the answer to one relevant to the user’s query’ (‘Ask                  
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Jamie’ Virtual Assistant, 2020) 
 

2. [Feature 1] Remote, text-based counselling is growing in popularity in the UK. The doctor app 
Babylon offers therapy to 150,000 active users, while PlusGuidance, an online counselling service, has 
10,000 users. The US-based service BetterHelp also has 150,000 registered UK users (though not all 
are active). Talkspace, another online therapy platform, reports it has 500,000 registered users 
worldwide, with most in the UK. (The Guardian, 2017) 
 

3. [Feature 2] One way is the 30 day rule. You might train yourself to use the 30-day rule, for instance: 
When you see something you want, don’t buy it right away; instead, note it on your calendar for 30 
days in the future. If you still want it in a month, consider buying it. (Get Rich Slowly, 2018) 
 

4. [Feature 3] How can we correct Compulsive Buying Disorder? One way is to avoid temptation. The                
best way to keep from spending is to avoid situations that tempt you to spend in the first place. If your                     
weakness is books, stay out of bookstores and avoid Amazon. If you tend to overspend at big                 
department stores, stay away from the mall. Stop going to the places where you normally spend,                
especially if you’re under emotional stress. (Get Rich Slowly, 2018) 
 
Another way is to use cash only and get rid of credit cards. Using only cash may be inconvenient, but                    
that’s the point. If you’re a compulsive spender, your goal is to break the habit. To do this, you’ve got                    
to make sacrifices. Spending cash is a way to remind yourself that you’re spending real money. Plastic                 
(credit and debit cards) make this connection fuzzy. (Get Rich Slowly, 2018) 

 
5. The websites allow members to find a therapist anywhere in the world. Sessions tend to be cheaper                 

than face-to-face therapy – a 50-minute session on PlusGuidance typically costs around £40,             
depending on whether users opt for email, messaging or video calls. The site verifies all the                
therapists’ qualifications and provides additional training on how to work online. (The Guardian,             
2017) 

 
6. The growth in online therapy companies—nearly a dozen have launched in the last several              

years—doesn't surprise Lindsay Henderson, PsyD, assistant director of psychological services at           
Boston-based telehealth company American Well, which offers therapy through video conferencing.           
The ease and convenience of scheduling a therapy appointment online and talking with a therapist               
from the privacy of one's own home—or wherever one may be—is a huge draw for consumers, many                 
of whom are seeking therapy for the first time in their lives, she says. (American Psychological                
Association, 2017) 

 
7. Research studies by the Telemental Health Institute, also indicate that telemental health is equivalent              

to face-to-face care in various settings and an acceptable alternative. While much of the research tests                
only the use of videoconferencing as the telehealth modality, a few studies, including two published in                
2013, have also shown that asynchronous messaging therapy can be as effective as in-person therapy               
(University of Zurich, 2013) 
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Interview with technology consultant  
 
We conducted an interview with Andrea Chea, a technology consultant of RSM Singapore on the 3rd of July (she                   
also brought her colleague to sit in during the interview[Nicholas] who also gave us some tips on our project ).                    
We conducted it through Google Meet. Our discussion was on how we can relate the problems to millennials                  
better and brainstorm for solutions.  

 
Below are the documents for evidence for survey answers and interview via Google Meet  
*Please also note that we have asked for permission to take the screenshot of the interview. 
*We also used our personal email accounts for this interview to join the Google Meet. 

 
 

Name in Google Meet  Real Name  

Wee Cohen  Wee Cohen  

Chee-Ian Foo Zachary Foo Chee-Ian 

Altitxde Pubg  Kenneth Loh  

Nic nic  Nicholas (consultant’s colleague)  

Chea Le Xin Andrea  Andrea Chea (consultant) 

 
Survey answers via Email which we went through during the interview  
 
Interview notes  

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1W0Ifctn2fxgmpQ4oeVsF4819XZLKJpP-/view
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1gYh6BxQpKoktJ_gf_Sb8Cp3Y6lw-lYJk8cjShiBKitw/edit?usp=sharing
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